“Wow!
Active
Air
solved our challenge and more!”
What can Active Air do for you?
• Improve entrance/exit to the RV for
those with a low range of motion.
• Reduce roll when rounding curves
and turning corners.

“

Hi, my wife and I are full-time RVers traveling in a mid-level diesel
pusher. In 2008 we were involved in a severe auto accident and
as a result needed to modify our coach to allow my wife
easier access into and out of the coach. We contacted
HWH to see if it was possible to make a change to our RV to
allow it to kneel when she enters or leaves the coach.
The engineer at HWH suggested we might want to modify the
coach with HWH’s Active Air, which would not only allow the
coach to kneel, but also give us a more comfortable ride, as well
as automatic leveling. We evaluated our options and made the
decision to add Active Air.

• Help provide ride comfort by
rapidly adjusting the suspension
system toward proper height.
• Provide a smoother ride with
less lean.
Give HWH a call today or log onto the
online forum at HWH.com to learn
more about Active Air and how it can
benefit all your passengers.

What a difference it made! We now have auto leveling,
both hydraulic and air bag, the option to kneel the
coach when we stop, better ride control with no dipping
or plowing in corners, and full control in strong cross
winds. The Active Air also eliminated almost all of the
rocking as we travel on the highways and byways of America.
An added feature not mentioned in the brochure is the ability
to tilt the coach for dumping holding tanks or to take on
a full load of fuel. Everything we ever wanted to do using our
air bags is as simple as pushing a button. The system’s
auxiliary air pump even allows us to fill the tires on the car or
bicycle without starting the motor home engine. As a result of
adding Active Air, we now have many of the amenities
reserved for high-end coaches.

Thank you, HWH.

Roland & Louise Davey

”

Taking you to the next level.
800-321-3494 HWH.com
2096 Moscow Rd., Moscow, IA 52760
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